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MEMORANDUM 

          TO:   Erika McConnell, Director DATE: Tuesday, November 07, 2017 

          FROM: Investigator Amanda Stonecipher RE:  Flying High Investments License #10268, 

NOV #AB17-0000402, Manifest #’s 93809 & 93808 

On October 16, 2017 AMCO received a response from Attorney Lance Wells regarding the NOV 
referenced above. In the response letter Mr. Wells states the licensee, James Fejes, attempted to 
travel to Fairbanks/North Pole via vehicle as indicated on his manifest sheets. Mr. Wells states Mr. 
Fejes’ vehicle broke down resulting in him having to travel via personal aircraft.   

Mr. Wells states a proper investigation was not conducted by AMCO because the copies of the 
manifests were not obtained from the licensees accepting the product.  Mr. Wells states the 
manifests were done properly when Mr. Fejes hand-wrote the route change under the “extenuating 
circumstances” section of the manifests.   

The sole purpose for a printed manifest is for in the event a licensee is contacted by Law 
Enforcement during transport, the Law Enforcement Officer can verify the marijuana is from a legal 
licensed source and is being transported in accordance with state laws and regulations.  A licensee 
can alter or void a manifest and create a corrected copy at any time in the METRC system prior to 
the manifest being signed for by the licensee accepting the shipment.  This should be done in this 
manner so AMCO can have an accurate tracking of the marijuana or marijuana product within 
METRC. The manifests were not corrected in METRC to reflect the true route of travel or vehicle 
being used.    

During the initial investigation, the manifests at both Grass Station 49 and Chena Cannabis were 
requested for review.  The copies provided by the licensees at both retail locations do not match the 
copies from Mr. Fejes which are attached to Mr. Wells response letter.  The copy from Grass Station 
49 does not have any notes in the “extenuating circumstances” section at all.  The copy provided by 
Chena Cannabis only states “CXC to Bradley Sky” in the notes section.  Further investigation 
revealed Mr. Fejes asked licensee Sherry Gilbert of Chena Cannabis to hand write in “CXC to 
Bradley Sky” hours after the product was delivered and accepted.  In the manifest copies provided 
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by Mr. Fejes, a hand written note in the extenuating circumstances section states “Truck Issues 
Switched N7696P CXC to Bradley Local Car”. 

After receiving the response letter from Mr. Wells, I followed up with licensee Sherry Gilbert at 
Chena Cannabis again since she was the one who picked up Mr. Fejes from the airport in North 
Pole, Bradley Sky Ranch.  Ms. Gilbert stated she was aware in advance Mr. Fejes was going to be 
travelling to the Fairbanks/North Pole area via aircraft.  She provided text messages between her 
and Mr. Fejes date August 10, 2017.  The first message specifically states “Hi Jimmy, is tomorrow 
still looking good for flying to North Pole?”  Mr. Fejes replied he was stuck in Anchorage and 
Saturday morning (August 12, 2017) would work for him instead of the 11th.   

The text messages and the conflicting manifests obtained from Mr. Fejes and the retail stores 
indicate Mr. Fejes did not have vehicle problems.  Mr. Fejes was aware before creating the manifests 
on August 12, 2017 he would be travelling via personal aircraft.  The conflicting manifests indicate 
Mr. Fejes wrote on his copies of the manifests false information regarding a disabled truck.   It 
indicates the manifests were possibly altered by Mr. Fejes after they were signed by the two licensees 
at Chena Cannabis and Grass Station 49 because the copies provided by the said two licensees do 
not reflect the same information.    

Mr. Fejes did not fully cooperate throughout the investigation as required by 3 AAC 306.800.  
During the investigation, Mr. Fejes was asked for his flight logs by Inv. Hamilton.  What was 
provided by Mr. Fejes was only phone snapshots of flight records which were incomplete because 
Mr. Fejes stated he lost his flight log book.  The logs provided did not include his flight to Bradley 
Sky Ranch on August 12, 2017, nor do they reflect any travel to Juneau on or around August 12, 
2017.  In one of his text to Ms. Gilbert, Mr. Fejes states he just landed from a delivery in Juneau and 
they (Chena Cannabis) were next.   A search of manifests do not show Flying High Investments did 
any transfers of product with any licensee in Juneau, which is also of concern for possible diversion 
reasons.  

Attached are copies of all manifests received from Mr. Fejes and the other licensees, as well as 
snapshots of the text messages between Ms. Gilbert and Mr. Fejes.   
















